College of Engineering Honors Program Advisers

**College of Engineering Honors Coordinator**
Gary Clark, 1046 Rathbone Hall, 785-532-5590, gac@ksu.edu

**Departmental Advisers**

**Architectural Engineering and Construction Science**
Kimberly Kramer, 240 Seaton Hall, 785-532-3576, kramer@ksu.edu

**Biological and Agricultural Engineering**
Stacy Hutchinson, 043B Seaton Hall, 785-532-2943, sllhutch@ksu.edu

**Chemical Engineering**
Larry Glasgow, 1013 Durland Hall, 785-532-4314, glasgow@ksu.edu

**Civil Engineering**
Hani Melhem, 2127 Fiedler Hall, 785-532-1584, melhem@ksu.edu

**Computing and Information Sciences**
Doina Caragea, 2166 Engineering Hall, 785-532-7908, dcaragea@ksu.edu

**Electrical and Computer Engineering**
William Kuhn, 3114 Engineering Hall, 785-532-4649, wkuhn@ksu.edu

**Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering**
John Wu, 2018 Durland Hall, 785-532-3734, chw@ksu.edu

**Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering**
David Pacey, 3032 Rathbone Hall, 785-532-2610, pacey@ksu.edu